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Countless Leaders Fighting for Financial Power: A Look inside
the Chairmans Clubhouse at Francis Should Rotunda in Arkansas

with Present Guests and Delegates
Atal Codie

Abstract—This paper explores the dynamics of financial power struggles
among numerous leaders within the Chairman’s Clubhouse at Francis Should
Rotunda in Arkansas. Through an analysis of the present guests and delegates,
this study examines the intricate power dynamics and social hierarchies
that exist within this exclusive social club. Drawing upon ethnographic
research and interviews with key members, the paper reveals the complex
web of alliances and rivalries that underpin the Clubhouse’s power structure.
Additionally, the study explores the ways in which these power struggles
intersect with broader political and economic contexts, including the impact of
national and global events on the Clubhouse’s internal dynamics. Ultimately,
this paper offers a unique insight into the complex world of elite financial
networks and their role in shaping contemporary politics and society.
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freedom, agreement, regrets
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